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Eric R. Spangenberg, Ayn E. Crowley,& Pamela W. Henderson

the
Store
Environment:
Improving
Do
Affect
OlfactoryCues

Evaluations
and

Behaviors?

The popular press has recently reported that managers of retail and service outlets are diffusing scents into their
stores to create more positive environments and develop a competitive advantage. These efforts are occurring despite there being no scholarly research supporting the use of scent in store environments. The authors present a
review of theoretically relevant work from environmental psychology and olfaction research and a study examining
the effects of ambient scent in a simulated retail environment. In the reported study, the authors find a difference
between evaluations of and behaviors in a scented store environment and those in an unscented store environment. Their findings provide guidelines for managers of retail and service outlets concerning the benefits of scenting store environments.

M

anagersof retailand service outlets are increasingly
recognizing that the store environmentsignificantly
affects sales (Milliman 1982, 1986; Smith and
Cumow 1966; Stanley and Sewall 1976), product evaluations (Bitner 1986; Rappoport 1982; Wheatley and Chiu
1977), and satisfaction(Bitner 1990; Harrell,Hutt,and Anderson 1980). In fact, it has been shown that attitudes toward the store environmentare sometimes more important
in determining store choice than are attitudes toward the
merchandise (Darden, Erdem, and Darden 1983). Researchershave investigated several dimensions of the store
environment, including music (Bruner 1990; Milliman
1982, 1986; Yalch and Spangenberg 1988, 1990, 1993),
color (Belizzi, Crowley, and Hasty 1983; Crowley 1993),
clutter and cleanliness (Bitner 1990; Gardnerand Siomkos
1985), lighting (Golden and Zimmerman 1986), crowding,
(Harrell and Hutt 1976a, b; Hui and Bateson 1991), and
many others (for a review, see Baker,Grewal, and Parasuraman 1994).
An underdevelopedaspect of the store environmentthat
is of interest to retailers and service providers is its scent.
Specialty stores, such as bakeries, coffee shops, tobacco
shops, and popcom and nut shops (e.g., Borowsky 1987;
Shappro 1986; Simmons 1988), have long relied on the
scent of their productsto draw customers (Bone and Ellen
1994). Recently, however, service providers and managers
of stores carryingdiverse productlines or productsnot having a distinctive scent have employed olfaction consultants
to develop customized fragrancesto diffuse throughouttheir
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stores (Miller 1993). Ambientscent-scent that is not emanatingfrom a particularobject but is presentin the environment-may be of greater interest than product-specific
scents, because it could affect perceptionsof the store and
all its products,includingthose productsthat are difficult to
scent (e.g., office supplies and furiture; Gulas and Bloch
1995). Reportsin the popularpress provideexamples of this
activity. The WallStreetJournal reportsthatpleasantscents
increaselingeringtime in stores (Lipman 1990) and thatone
Marriotthotel scents its lobby to alleviate stress (Pacelle
1992). Furthermore,proprietaryresearchpurportedlyshows
a 45% increase in slot machine use in scented casinos
(Hirschand Gay 1992).
Unfortunately,the significance of these findings is unclear because the researchhas not been conducted in controlled environmentsnor has it been submittedto rigorous
statisticalanalyses. Forexample, a highly publicizedfinding
that Nike athletic shoes were evaluatedmore positively in a
scented than in an unscentedenvironment(Hirsch and Gay
1991; Miller 1991) is actually not statistically significant
(Bone and Ellen 1994). Despite the increased interest, potential expense, and time involved in scenting retail environments, there is no scholarly research published that
demonstratesthe effects of ambientscent on the evaluations
of a store, its products, or customers' shopping behaviors
within the store.
Some conceptual work exists that postulates effects of
ambient scent on consumer evaluations and shopping behaviors. Literaturefrom diverse disciplines providetheoretical grounding for a conceptual framework that Bitner
(1992) advances for exploring the impact of physical surroundingson the behaviors of both customersand employees. Among several others,one of the environmentaldimensions Bitner includes as an input in her model is ambient
odor. Drawing from Bitner's framework,Gulas and Bloch
(1995) develop a model portrayingambientscent specifical-
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ly as an environmentalcue that they compare with scent
preferencesto influence emotional responses and ultimately
shopping behaviors. Both of these models are congruent
with general models of environmentaleffects (e.g., Mehrabian and Russell 1974). Thus, though virtuallyno consumer
studies have been conducted, there is ample theoreticaljustification for the empirical study of the effects of ambient
scent on consumer responses.
Our purpose is to determine whether ambient scent affects store and productevaluations and/or shopping behaviors. The most common theoreticalbasis for studyingthe effects of scent on the shopping environmentis drawn from
environmentalpsychology. We review this researchand olfaction literaturein our hypothesis development. We then
reportthe results of a pretestand an experiment.Finally,we
draw conclusions, suggest avenues for furtherresearch,and
discuss managerialimplications.

EnvironmentalPsychology
Environmentalpsychology draws from the stimulus-organism-response (S-O-R) paradigm,which posits that the environment is a stimulus (S) containing cues that combine to
affect people's internalevaluations(0), which in turncreate
approach/avoidanceresponses(R) (e.g., Craik 1973; Mehrabian and Russell 1974; Russell and Pratt 1980; Stokols
1978). Psychologists suggest that people respond to environments with two general, contrastingforms of behavior:
approachand avoidance (Mehrabianand Russell 1974). Approach behaviors include all positive behaviors that might
be directed at the environment;for example, a desire to remain in a store and explore its offerings could be construed
as an approachresponse. Avoidance behaviors reflect contrastingresponses; that is, a desire to leave a store or not to
browse representsavoidance behavior.Some form of these
two general responses are the postulatedoutputvariablesin
Bitner's (1992) and Gulas and Bloch's (1995) models. (For
reviews of environmentalpsychology in a marketingcontext, see Bitner 1992; Donovanand Rossiter 1982; Ridgway,
Dawson, and Bloch 1990.)
An environment'scharacteristicsare thoughtto combine
to determine both how affectively pleasing and arousing or
activating the environmentis. We define affect as a general
descriptorof a positive or negative state of emotion or feeling. An affective response, then, is an emotional reactionto
an entity with which a person has come into psychological
contact (Bower 1981). Arousal is conceptualizedas a physiological "feeling state" that is most directly assessed by
verbal report(Berlyne 1960; Mehrabianand Russell 1974).
The constructof arousalis often referredto in environmental psychology literature as load. A high-load (arousing)
pleasantenvironmentproduces approachbehaviors, whereas a high-load unpleasantenvironmentproducesavoidance
behaviors.A low-load environmentis not activatingenough
to motivate any measurableapproach/avoidancebehavior.
The S-O-R paradigmhas taken a fairly straightforward
form in marketingresearch.The stimuluscues (S) that have
been studied include those previously mentioned (e.g.,
music, color, lighting) as well as scent, the focus of this
study. Research on characteristicsof the environmenttypi68 / Journalof Marketing,April1996

cally begins with calibratingthe stimuli in termsof theiraffective and arousingqualities,as well as otherstimulus-specific characteristics,such as tempo for music or saturation
for color. Environmentsare then developed that vary along
the dimensions of one of these stimulus cues (e.g., a store
with liked music versus disliked music in respective
conditions).
The internalevaluations (O) that have been studied in
marketinginclude evaluationsof the affective and arousing
natureof the environmentas a whole, as well as evaluations
of merchandiseselection, prices, quality, and so on (e.g.,
Bellizzi, Crowley,and Hasty 1983). Russell and Pratt(1980)
find the affective and arousingnatureof the environmentto
be independentdimensions. Berlyne (1971, 1974) suggests
that affect and arousal are related such that arousal influences affect directly.Supportingthis view in the only marketing study to examine the dimensionalityof evaluationsof
the environment,Crowley (1993) finds two correlateddimensionsof affect and activation,with activationbeing similar to arousal. Finally, the approach/avoidancebehaviors
studied in marketing,which are the response (R) portionof
the S-O-R paradigm,include measuresof the level of product examination,time spent in the store, intent to visit the
store, social interactionwith personnel, and money spent
(Bitner 1992; Donovan and Rossiter 1982; Ridgway, Dawson, and Bloch 1990; Yalchand Spangenberg1988, 1990).
Marketingresearchgroundedin environmentalpsychology has successfully linked environmentalstimuli (S) with
evaluative responses(0) and approach/avoidancebehaviors
(R). For example, color has been shown to affect liking of
the store and perceptionsof merchandise(Bellizzi, Crowley,
and Hasty 1983; Crowley 1993). Clutterin the environment
negatively affects satisfaction and attributionsmade concerning services (Bitner 1990). Crowding can change the
use of in-store information,satisfaction, and enjoyment of
the shoppingenvironment(Eroglu and Machleit 1990; Harrell, Hutt,andAnderson 1980). Increasingthe tempo and intensity of in-store music has been shown to reduce the time
consumersspend in the store, thus linking an environmental
characteristicwith an avoidance behavior (e.g., Milliman
1982, 1986). A furthereffect of environmentalmusic regardsconsumers'perceptionsof time; differenttypes of environmentalmusic have been shown to shortenor lengthen
the perceived amount of time spent (relative to actual time
spent) in retail environments(e.g., Yalch and Spangenberg
1988, 1990). Finally,Bitner(1992), Bone and Ellen (1994),
and Gulas and Bloch (1995) make links for scent at the theoretical level. These findings show clearly thatenvironmental featuresaffect evaluationsof a store and its products,as
well as in-store behaviors. Environmentalpsychology is
therefore useful in identifying appropriatemethods and
measures for studying the effects of ambient scent on responses to a store. We next providejustificationfor examining ambientscent as a stimulus cue in the S-O-R paradigm.

Olfaction Research
The dimensions identified in environmentalpsychology literatureas explaining the impact of an environmenton people are similar to those dimensions found regarding re-

sponses to olfactory cues. In particular,most researchers
have differentiatedamong scents along three different, albeit not necessarily independent,dimensions.These include
the affective quality of the scent (e.g., how pleasantit is), its
arousingnature(e.g., how likely it is to evoke physiological
response), and its intensity (e.g., how strong it is). The affective dimensionof scent dominatesscent perceptionin existing research (Engen 1982, p. 172; Moskowitz 1979;
Schiffman 1979; Woskow 1968). That scents are processed
in the limbic system of the brain,which is the centerof emotions, explains this dominance (Leukel 1976; Restak 1984).
The pleasantnessor unpleasantnessof scents has been found
to produce approach/avoidance behaviors (Levin and
McBumey 1986; Takagi 1989), which makes scents particularly appropriatefor study in environmentalsettings.
The arousingdimension of scent is evidenced by the effect of odors on both EEG (electroencephalograph)and respiratory patterns, which indicates that scents can affect
arousal levels (Lorig and Schwartz 1988; Schwartz et al.
1986a, b). Scent could thereforecontributeto how arousing
an environmentis, though no known research has investigated the arousing natureof scent independentof its affective quality.
The intensity dimension of scent relates negatively to
scent evaluations such that as scent becomes strongerin intensity, reactions to it become more negative (Doty et al.
1978; Henion 1971; Richardsonand Zucco 1989). This dimension of scent research examines the relationship between scent intensity and affect for all scents on average,
but we believe that there is ample theoreticaland empirical
support with regard to other stimuli (e.g., environmental
color and music) to suggest that the relationship between
scent intensityand affective reactionsdepend on how pleasing the scent is. In particular,optimal arousal theory suggests that each stimulus characteristichas an optimal level
that is most preferred (Berlyne 1971; McClelland et al.
1953). For more pleasantscents, we expect that the optimal
level of intensity is higher than for less pleasant scents.
Thus, the finding that intensity is negatively relatedto affect
may apply to scents of average initial pleasantness.Alternatively, for more pleasant scents, increases in intensity may
produce an initial increase in liking up to the optimal level
of intensity.Increasesin intensity beyond this optimal level
may then reduce liking. The relationshipbetween intensity
and liking may thereforebe negative for neutralscents and
follow an inverted U-shaped function for pleasant scents.
The inverted U-shaped function has been commonly found
in work on relationshipsbetween characteristicsof stimuli
and liking, and is referredto as a Wundtcurve (for this common stimulus-intensity-affectrelationship,see, e.g., Anand
and Holbrook 1986; Berlyne 1971, 1974; Takagi 1989;
Wundt 1874). These predictions,however, have not yet been
tested for scents.
In addition to research on the different dimensions of
scent, researchexists on its effects (for reviews in marketing
of olfaction literature,see Bone and Ellen 1994; Gulas and
Bloch 1995). Most of this researchhas focused primarilyon
responses to nonambientscent, that is, scent that is localized, such as in a vial or on a card (Cain 1982; Gilbertand

Wysocki 1987), a person(e.g., Baron 1983), a product(e.g.,
Bone and Jantrania1992; Laird 1932), or an advertisement
(e.g., Ellen and Bone 1993). Findings suggest that evaluations of people and productsare enhanced when they are
scented. Such effects appearto be moderatedfor both advertisements and products by the congruency of the scent
with the object (Bone and Jantrania1992; Ellen and Bone
1993). For example, congruency has been manipulatedby
pairingadvertisementsfor sunscreenor household cleanser
with coconut or lemon scent, respectively.Congruentscents
tend to improve evaluations more than incongruentscents
(Bone and Jantrania1992).
Researchon ambientscent, as opposed to scent attached
to a particularobject, is less common (Bone and Ellen 1994;
Gulas and Bloch 1995). In psychology, the presence of an
ambientscent in a laboratorywas found to improveevaluations of people viewed in photographs (Kirk-Smith and
Booth 1987). Pleasant ambient scents have resulted in setting higher negotiationgoals and making more concessions
than in unscented conditions (Baron 1990). Ambient scent
also affects interpersonal interactions in many complex
ways (Rottonet al. 1978). Mixed resultshave been found regarding the effects of ambient scent on mood (e.g., Baron
1990; Cannand Ross 1989; Ehrlichmanand Bastone 1992b;
Ehrlichmanand Halpern 1988; Knasko 1992; Ludvigson
and Rottman 1989), cognitive processes (e.g., Knasko,
Gilbert, and Sabini 1990; Lawless 1991; Ludvigson and
Rottman 1989), and creativity (e.g., Ehrlichmanand Bastone 1992b; Knasko 1992).
Although we know of no studies on the effect of ambient scent in marketingenvironments,two studies have examined the effect of the ambientscent of the study location
on productchoice. In the first study,a catalog shoppingtask
was conducted in scented and unscentedrooms, and it was
found that subjects spent more time on the task in the presence of an ambientscent (Bone and Ellen 1994). In the second study,a computer-aidedproduct-choiceexperimentwas
conductedin differentlyscented rooms (not designed to appear like stores), and congruencyof the scent with the product category influenced various information-processing
measures(Mitchell, Kahn,and Knasko 1995). Both of these
studies furtherencouragethe examinationof ambientscent
in a store environment.

Hypotheses
We investigate whetherthe presence of an inoffensive ambient scent versus no scent affects evaluations of and approach/avoidancebehaviors in a retail environment. Our
secondarygoal is to explore whetherthis impact varies according to the affective natureand intensity of the ambient
scent. In referringto inoffensive scents, we mean scents that
are not consideredunpleasantby most people, thoughsome
people do not preferscents enjoyed by a majorityof others.
In general, inoffensive scents (e.g., certain floral scents)
generateeither positive or neutralaffective responsesas opposed to the negative affective responsesassociatedwith offensive scents (e.g., sulfurgas or overripevegetables).Thus,
for the purposes of this research,inoffensive scents are either pleasantor neutral.
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The weight of evidence from literatureon olfaction suggests that the presence of a scent, as opposed to no scent,
tends to enhance evaluations. This is in part due to the
arousing natureof scent; the presence of ambient scent in a
store should increasethe arousingnature,or load, of the environment,thereby increasinghow interestingand pleasing
it is. We thereforeexpect that scent improvesevaluationsof
the store environment. Furthermore,we expect that these
positive reactions to the store environment extend to the
merchandise.Researchhas shown that emotional responses
to the overall environmentmay transferto objects in the environment (i.e., products;Bitner 1992; Maslow and Mintz
1956; Obermiller and Bitner 1984). For example, Obermiller and Bitner (1984) find a direct relationshipbetween
the pleasantness of the environment and evaluations of
products in the environment. Similarly, Crowley (1993)
finds that varying the color of the environmentaffects ratings of merchandisestyle.
Assuming an ambientscent is not unpleasant,we expect
its presence also to produce approachbehaviors regarding
the environmentand merchandisecontainedtherein.Froma
theoretical standpoint,optimal arousal theory suggests that
minor changes in an environment, such as adding a low
level of a scent, increasesthe environment'sperceived novelty and pleasingness (Berlyne 1971; McClelland et al.
1953), thereby creating superiorevaluations, which should
encourage approachbehaviors.This theoreticalrelationship
was postulatedby Gulas and Bloch (1995) and is consistent
with previous findings concerning other arousing stimuli,
such as color, which can increase intentionsto visit a store
(Crowley 1993). Similarly, music intensity and pace have
been shown to change time perceptions(e.g., Kellaris and
Altsech 1992) and the amount of time shoppers spend in a
retail environment (e.g., Milliman 1982; Yalch and Spangenberg 1988). We thereforehypothesizethatan inoffensive
ambient scent has positive effects on evaluationsof the environment,store merchandisein general, specific products,
and approachbehaviors.
HI:The presenceof an inoffensiveambientscent produces
evaluationsof the(a) store,(b)storeenvironment,
(c) merchandisein general,and(d)specificproductsthataremore
positive than those producedwith no ambientscent
present.
to
H2:Thepresenceof aninoffensiveambientscent,compared
no ambientscent,increasesapproach
behaviors,including
(a) intentionsto visitthe store,(b) purchaseintentionsfor
specificproducts,(c) actualandperceivedtime spentin
theenvironment,
and(d) productsexaminedin thestore.
Furthermore,we propose that the affective nature and
intensity of the ambient scent influences the effect of the
ambient scent on our dependent measures. Although our
main interest is the scent/no-scenttest of HI and H2, the literature reviewed suggests the possibility of interactioneffects between the affective quality and intensity of scents.
With respect to the affective quality of scents, we examine
relatively neutraland positively evaluatedscents. We do not
examine aversive scents, because a retailer is unlikely to
purposely introduce an aversive scent into the store environment.Whether the scent is neutralor positive, we continue to expect that its presence enhancesevaluationsof the
70 / Journalof Marketing,April1996

environmentand approachbehaviors. Furthermore,on the
basis of optimal arousal theory, we expect that the optimal
or preferredintensity of a scent is lower for neutralthan for
pleasantscents (Berlyne 1971; McClellandet al. 1953). We
also expect that as intensity increases beyond this optimal
point, evaluations decrease. Because previous researchhas
shown that evaluationsof scents, on average, worsen as intensity increases (cf. Doty et al. 1978; Henion 1971;
Richardsonand Zucco 1989), we predictthat at low intensities, neutralscents, which representthe average scent, have
the most positive effect on storeevaluationsand in-storebehavior.Therefore,we expect that evaluationsof neutral(or
average) scents are greatest at their lowest intensities, because these low intensities representthe optimal level. As
intensity increases, arousal increases beyond what is optimal and evaluationsbecome less positive. Thus, we expect
the most positive evaluations for low intensities and the
least positive evaluationsfor high intensitiesof these neutral
or average scents, which results in a negative relationship
between scent intensity and responses to the store for neutral scents. If positive evaluationsof a scent diminish, then
evaluationsof the environmentand approachbehaviorsmay
also do so.
Correspondingly,we expect that optimal intensity is
higher for pleasant scents than for neutral scents. In other
words, as intensity of a pleasantscent diffused into the environmentincreasestowardan optimalpoint, evaluationsof
and approachbehaviors in the environmenttend to increase
(Berlyne 1971). Once the intensitypasses the optimal level,
we expect to see a decrease in store evaluations and approachbehaviors.For pleasantscents, this increasefollowed
by a decrease results in an inverted U-shaped relationship
between scent intensity and responses to the store (Anand
and Holbrook 1986; Wundt 1874). This is consistent with
previous researchsuggesting that even pleasant scents can
be aversive at high levels of intensity (Gulas and Bloch
1995; Takagi 1989). And, as with HI and H2, we expect
these interactionsto hold for merchandiseand approachbehaviors.Therefore,we hypothesize,
H3:Scentintensityinteractswithscentaffectsuchthat(a) low
intensitiesof affectivelyneutralscents produceevaluationsthatare morepositivethanthoseproducedwitheithermoderateor high intensitiesof these scentsand (b)
moderateintensitiesof affectivelypleasingscentsproduce
evaluationsthataremorepositivethaneitherlow or high
intensitiesof thesescents.Thisinteraction
effectoccursin
evaluationsof (1) the store,(2) the storeenvironment,
(3)
merchandise
in general,and(4) specificproducts.
H4:Scentintensityinteractswithscentaffectsuchthat(a) low
intensitiesof affectivelyneutralscentsproducestronger
behaviorsthando eithermoderateor highintenapproach
sitiesof thesescentsand(b) moderateintensitiesof more
affectively pleasing scents produce strongerapproachbehaviors than do either low or high intensities of these
scents. This interactioneffect occurs in the following approachbehaviors:(1) intentionsto visit the store, (2) purchase intentions for specific products,(3) actual and perceived time spent in the environment,and (4) productsexamined in the store.

Finally, we examine the effect of scent on mood by

using Mehrabian and Russell's (1974) three-factor mood

scale consisting of six 7-point semantic differential items
per factor. We do not formulate specific hypotheses concerning effects of ambient scent on mood, because theory
has not been sufficiently advanced to enable the prediction
of when to expect mood effects from environmentalstimuli.
Consistentwith the mixed resultsregardingeffects on mood
in the literature,we find no main or interactioneffects regardingscent on mood in our study and thereforedo not discuss the constructhereafter.
1

Pretest
Purpose and Measures
Before conducting our main study it was necessary to
pretestolfactory stimuli to identify theiraffective quality.In
the pretestwe were also interestedin whetherwe could separate the affective dimension of the scent (e.g., good/bad)
from its arousing (or activating) dimension (e.g.,
boring/stimulating).Relevant items from Fisher's environmental quality scale (Fisher 1974), previously used in environmentalmarketingresearch(Crowley 1993), were used to
examine the dimensionality of scent evaluations and scale,
or calibrate,the scents. This scale was also selected because
it could be used later in the main study to measureevaluations of the environmentas a whole. The items used from
Fisher's scale consist of the following 7-point scales: negative/positive, unattractive/attractive,tense/relaxed, uncomfortable/comfortable,bad/good, boring/stimulating,unlively/lively, dull/bright,unmotivating/motivating,and uninteresting/interesting.We also included a 7-point perceived intensity measure(very weak to very strong).
Stimuli, Subjects, and Procedure
To identify scents that managersmight consider acceptable,
we visited the room freshener sections of local supermarkets, because these fragrances are used by consumers to
scent their personalenvironments.Scents based on flowers,
spices, woods, and citrus were observed. Additionally,a review of popular press aromatherapyreference books suggested the use of mints as having therapeuticand/or psychological effects (see, e.g., Rose 1992). All scents used in
the study were naturalessential oils (plantextractsobtained
from flowers, plants, fruits, barks, etc.) purchasedfrom a
single supplier.We chose several scents within each of the
five scent categories, which resulted in 26 individualscents
(see Table 1).
Subjects were a convenience sample of 704 people (62%
female) with a mean age of 26.1 years, who were intercepted near entrances to a student union building at a large
northwestuniversity.Subjects were randomlyassigned in a
between-subjectsdesign to one of 26 different scent conditions; cell sizes rangedfrom 23 to 31 subjects.Subjectsread
and signed an informedconsent form screeningfor allergies.
They were then handeda vial containingthe olfactory stimulus and a single-page survey containing the dependent
measures(Fisher's [1974] 10 semanticdifferentialitems and
tTablesof meansof individualmeasureswithrespectto mood
areavailablefromtheauthorson request.

the perceived intensity measure) and general classification
measures (i.e., age and gender). Subjects were invited to
sniff the scent as often as they liked while completing the
survey; most subjects sniffed the stimulus several times.
Stimuli were presentedin vials ratherthan as ambientenvironmentalscents because this is the way retailerswould initially choose a scent for use in their stores. Eleven drops of
each oil were placed on a cotton ball in a tightlycappedvial,
labeled by scent numberonly and with no verbal descriptors.The vial was opaqueto reducethe influenceof color on
judgments (Zellner and Kautz 1990).
Results and Discussion
Principalcomponentsfactoranalysis with an orthogonalrotation was conducted to determinewhetherone general affective dimension or separate affective and activation dimensions explained subjects' responses and to calibratethe
scents on the resulting dimensions. Using the criterion of
eigenvalues greater than one, two distinct factors emerged
mirroringthose of Crowley (1993), who identified the dimensions of affect and activationin evaluationsof the color
of retailenvironments.Items loading on Factor 1 were more
affective in nature,includingpositive (factorloading = .81),
attractive(.77), relaxed (.81), comfortable (.85), and good
(.67). Items loading on Factor2 were more activatingin nature including stimulating (.78), lively (.79), bright (.74),
motivating(.71), and interesting(.78). Table 1 shows factor
scores of each test scent on the two dimensions.
The affective dimension capturedmost of the variance
(52.5%), whereas the activation dimension explained considerablyless (14.5%). To determinewhetherwe could manipulate these two dimensions separately,we subsequently
used an oblique rotation to assess the extent of their relationship and found a correlationof r = .49. This correlation
suggests that it is difficult to manipulatethe two factors independently (i.e., find scents eliciting high affective reactions yet low activation responses or vice versa). Although
researchin psychology suggests the existence of both affective and activationdimensionsfor scents, we know of no research that has explicitly demonstratedtheir independence.
Perceived intensitywas not includedin the factor analysis so that it could be used independentlyto control for intensity when choosing scents for the subsequentexperiment.
All scents were perceivedas strong with 25 of the 26 scents
having means between 5.0 to 6.3. This extreme perceived
intensity is likely a functionof smelling oils out of vials.

Effects of Ambient Scent in a
Retail Environment
To test our hypothesesconcerningthe use of scent in a retail
environment,we conducteda 2 (scent affect: neutralversus
pleasing) X 3 (scent intensity:low, medium,high) betweensubjects study with a control (no scent) condition.
Stimuli and Measures
Several factors enteredinto our choice of affectively neutral
and pleasing scents for the main study. All of our pretest
scents were judged inoffensive. We initially screened scents
OlfactoryCues 171

TABLE 1
Pretest: Olfactory Stimuli and Factor Scoresa
Scent
Category

Individual
Scent Tested

Number of
Subjects

Affective
Dimension
Scoreb

Activation
Dimension
Scorec

Florals:

Lavenderd
Ylangylang
Blue chamomile
Geranium

30
30
26
25

-,26
-.31
-.78
-.29

-.09
-.92
.07
.06

Spices:

Cinnamonleaf
Nutmeg
Clove buds
Sage
Cardamom
Rosemary
Marjoram
Gingerd

27
27
26
27
25
29
31
30

.17
-.53
.53
-.32
-.30
-.17
-.33
-.62

.03
-.15
-.38
.00
.14
.08
.21
-.31

Woods:

Juniperberry
Spruce
Sandalwood
Cedarwood
Birch
Rosewood
Pine

26
29
27
27
26
23
30

-.36
.16
.25
-.07
.66
.29
-.72

.15
.04
-.61
-.37
.24
.16
-.27

Citrus:

Lemon
Tunisianneroli
Bergamot
Orangee

26
26
23
30

1.11
.31
.17
.37

.54
-.15
.70
.60

Mints:

Peppermint
Pennyroyal
Spearminte

24
24
30

.75
-.07
.49

.10
.14
.35

aFactorscores are for each scent fromprinciplecomponentsfactoranalysis implementingorthogonalrotationin SPSSPC+.
bScale items representingaffect:positiveattractive,relaxed,comfortable,and good.
cScale items representingactivation:stimulating,lively,bright,motivating,and intersting.
dScents used in the mainstudy:d = affectivelyneutral.
eScents used in the main study:e = affectivelypleasing.

according to pretest factor-score quartile and considered
only scents in the same respectivequartileon both the affect
and activationdimensions.We chose two scents to represent
each of the two affect conditions(neutraland pleasing) to alleviate idiosyncraticresultsdue to the natureof either a particular scent or scent group. We also collapsed analyses
across the two scents in each condition. This approachis
common in studies on the effect of a stimuluson evaluations
(e.g., Berlyne 1971, 1974; Moreland and Zajonc 1976,
1977). (Note that no statistically significant differences on
dependent measures were found between scents within either affect group.) We also chose scents from four different
scent groups to ensure thatany effects found could not be attributedto a specific within-scent-groupeffect (e.g., we did
not want to use two spices or two florals). Chosen scents
were also approximatelyequal in perceived intensity, with
ratings from the pretestrangingfrom 5.6 to 6.1 (a range of
less than one-half of a standarddeviation; Duncan multiple
range tests indicatedno significant differences in perceived
strengthbetween scents). We also selected scents that were
judged to be neutral with regard to congruency or incongruity with the productswe used in the simulated store environment or with products associated with store mainte72 / Journalof Marketing,April1996

nance. For example, though dimension scores suggest
lemon or pine could have been used in the study, these
scents are often associated with cleaning products (e.g.,
Bone and Jantrania1992) and were thereforeeliminated to
avoid potential association with store (or laboratory)upkeep. Finally, we wanted to use scents that retailersrealistically would use; Blue Chamomile, for example, was not
chosen, because it is an expensive and unlikely candidatefor
large-scale commercial applications.Thus, the scents chosen for use in the study were lavenderand ginger in the affectively neutralconditions and spearmintand orange in the
affectively pleasing conditions.
In a separate pilot test conducted in the experimental
room subsequentlyused for the main study,subjective scent
intensity was furtherrefined by testing perceived intensity
afteroperatinga scent diffuserfor 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90, and
120 seconds (9-point scale of "The smell in the room is
weak/strong").For the low, moderate, and high intensity
conditions in the main study, selected diffusion times were
15, 30, and 90 seconds, respectively.The diffuserwas runin
the experimental store environmentfor the specified time
period at the beginning of the day and every 40 minutes
(afterevery two subjects)thereafter.Only one scent per day

was diffused to avoid mixing odors, and the lab was fully
ventilatedovernightwith a large exhaust fan to remove any
lingeringtraceof the scent. Before beginning the study each
morning, the room was "sniff-tested"by at least three experimenters;no odors were detected to have remainedin the
room or adheredto products.During the 20-week study, all
scent conditions were counterbalancedacross days of the
week.
Subjects and Procedure
Subjects were 308 students recruited from undergraduate
business classes at a large northwest university and were
randomly assigned to one of thirteen conditions (twelve
scented conditions and the unscentedor controlcondition).2
The twelve scented conditions consisted of one of the two
affectively neutralscents diffused at either low, moderate,or
high intensity or one of the two affectively pleasing scents
diffused at either low, moderate,or high intensity.Subjects
completed an informedconsent form that contained allergy
screening questions within a largerpool of questions. Scent
was not mentionedat any point in the procedureto eliminate
thatpotentialdemandeffect. Of the total sample, 10 subjects
were dropped from the analyses, because they mentioned
scent at some point during the experiment and/or in response to the hypothesis-guessingquestion asked at the end
of the experimental session (these subjects came from 10
different conditions). The final sample was 298 subjects
(46% female).3
Subjects participatedin the experimentalprocedureone
at a time in a simulated store environmentconstructedin a
consumerbehaviorlaboratory.The simulatedstore environment was created in a room (16 x 20 feet), with the theme
of "one-stopshopping"for students.The productcategories
representedincluded kitchen items, decor items (e.g., nonfloral plants, fans, calendars,framedposters), clothing with
the university insignia, books, school supplies, and outdoor
athletic gear. Because none of these items emitted any detectable scents they could not be construed as being either
congruent or incongruentwith the chosen scents (e.g., few
studentsare likely to associate productssuch as school supplies, tennis shoes, and framed posters with a particular
scent). Furthermore,the scents we chose (lavender,ginger,
spearmint,and orange) were particularlyunrelatedto any of
the themes that might be construedas inherentin the products used (e.g., calendarsincluding forest and other wilderness scenes). All laboratory assistants were instructed to
2Theuse of studentsas subjectsis of concern when they may not
have the knowledge, experience, or educationalbackgroundrepresentative of the general population,and these differencesaffect responses on dependentmeasures.For the effect of scent on evaluations, however, there is no evidence from the literaturethat these
characteristicsor age (except for the elderly) affect the perception
of scent or its effects on evaluative processes or approachbehaviors. Thus, it is appropriateto use studentsubjects in this study.
3Tests for gender differences throughoutour study showed no
differences. Priorolfaction researchhas producedmixed resultsregarding variables,such as gender and the effects of smoking, indicating that these effects may be small and/or situational (Cain,
Cometto-Muniz,and de Wijk 1992).

wear no perfumeor cologne while administeringthe study
to prevent introducingadditionalscents.
Subjectswaited in a room thatwas remotefrom the simulated store so thatno scent would reachthem until they entered the laboratorystore. In the waiting room, subjects
were told,
Thisstudyis beingconductedby a groupof researchstudentsfora retailbusinessthatis consideringlocatingnear
campusin the old BurgerKing building.The business
would offer "one-stopshopping"for students,offering
suchproductsas itemsfordormrooms/apartments,
school
supplies,etc. We aregatheringinputfromstudentsabout
thisretailconceptandhaveset upa simulatedstoreso that
you can see whatthe businesswill be like. Keepin mind
thatthis is just a samplingof the productsthatthe store
will carry,to give you some idea of whatthe storewill
offer.You will be askedto ratethe "store"and several
productswithinthestore.
Subjects were then handed a clipboardwith the dependent
measures (see Tables 2, 3, and 4) and taken into the simulated store, where they were invited to explore the store
alone and at their own pace while completing the questionnaire. A laboratory assistant behind a one-way mirror
recorded the time subjects entered and left the simulated
store, the numberof items subjects examined, and whether
subjects made a scent-relatedcomment at any point during
the experimentalprocedure.On exiting the simulatedstore,
subjects were asked to estimate how much time they had
spent in the store, withoutlooking at their watch.They were
also asked to list any thoughtsthey had aboutthe purposeof
the experiment.
Dependent Measures
Evaluationsof the store. Three 7-point scales were used
to assess impressions of the store overall: bad/good, unfavorable/favorable,and negative/positive. A fourth 7-point
scale (outdated/modern)was included to measure evaluations of the store's image (cf. Bellizzi, Crowley, and Hasty
1983). We also used a two-partliking scale in which subjects were asked if they liked (coded as +1) or disliked
(coded as -1) the store and were then asked, "How strongly
do you like or dislike this store?"with a ratingscale from 1
(not strongly) to 7 (strongly).The combinationof these two
measures produced a 14-point like/dislike scale ranging
from -7 to +7.
Evaluations of the store environment.Fisher's (1974)
13-item environmentalquality scale was included to obtain
evaluationsof the environment(see Table2 for endpointsof
7-point items). To these scales, a 7-point unpleasant/pleasant scale was added.
Evaluations of the merchandise.The following 7-point
semantic differential scales from Bellizzi, Crowley, and
Hasty's (1983) work were used to assess perceptionsof the
merchandise:merchandisestyle (outdated/up-to-date),merchandise selection (inadequate/adequate), merchandise
prices (low/high), and merchandisequality (low/high).
Evaluationsof specific products.Subjects were required
to evaluate three individualproducts,includinga gray Jansport backpack($27.95), a SierraClub calendar($9.95), and
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a third productof their own choosing. Subjects rated these
products on the following 7-point scales: bad/good, unpleasant/pleasant,unfavorable/favorable,low quality/high
and poor value/good value.
quality,unattractive/attractive,
Intentionsto visit the store. Intentionsto visit the store
were measured by asking, "Assuming you were going to
purchasethis type of merchandiseand had the money, how
likely would you be to visit this store?"(unlikely/likely; 7point scale).
Purchase intentionsfor specific products. Subjects were
asked, "If you were going to purchase(a backpack/acalendar/this type of product) in this price range, how likely
would you be to purchasethis particular(product)?"(very
unlikely/verylikely; 7-point scale).
Actual versus perceived time spent. Actual time spent in
the simulatedstore environment(in seconds) was measured
by a lab assistant. Perceived time spent in the environment
was measuredby asking subjects, "About how much time
do you think you spent in the simulated store (just give us
your best guess without looking at your watch)?"
Number of products examined. Before each subject entered the lab, all price tags were turned"pricedown." A lab

assistant behind a two-way mirrorcounted the number of
price tags (attachedby string) the subjectexamined within
each productclass.
Analyses and Results
We comparedscent with no-scent conditions in our tests of
Hl and H2, both of which expected increased evaluations
and approach behaviors in scented environments. Results
are reported as MANOVA overall F-tests (to control for
Type I error)for each subcategoryof dependentmeasures,
followed by plannedunivariatecomparisonsfor the individual measures.The hypothesized interactionsbetween scent
affect and intensity on evaluations and approachbehaviors
(H3 and H4) were examined in a 2 (scent affect: neutralversus pleasing) X 3 (scent intensity: low, moderate, high)
MANOVA.
HI: Impactof scent versus no scent on evaluations.Following a procedure recommended by Cohen and Cohen
(1983, pp. 172-76), we conducted a MANOVAoverall Ftest of each of the subgroupsof measuresrelevantto Hi (included in Tables2 and 3), followed by univariatetests of individual measures.The multivariatetests were significant:
F(6,291) = 5.51, p < .001 for the 6 store variables;

TABLE 2
Mean Evaluative Reactions in the Presence Versus Absence of Ambient Scent
Evaluations
Storeb
Bad/good
Unfavorable/favorable
Negative/positive
Dislike/like(2-point)
Dislike/like(14-point)
Image:outdated/modern
Store Environmentc
Unattractive/attractive
Tense/relaxed
Uncomfortable/comfortable
Depressing/cheerful
Closed/open
Drab/colorful
Negative/positive
Boring/stimulating
Bad/good
Unlively/lively
Dull/bright
Unmotivating/motivating
Uninteresting/interesting
Unpleasant/pleasant

No Scent

p=

Scent

F-Valuea

Mean
4.49
4.27
4.65
.10
.39
3.76

Mean
5.11
5.10
5.24
.57
2.81
4.72

13.91
22.84
10.10
12.68
15.87
19.05

.001
.001
.002
.001
.001
.001

4.12
5.10
4.84
4.35
4.04
3.63
4.47
3.75
4.22
3.73
4.00
3.84
4.03
4.47

4.98
5.38
5.17
4.90
4.99
4.72
5.11
4.40
5.05
4.35
4.58
4.40
4.87
5.16

17.51
1.41
2.74
11.57
19.22
25.53
12.04
8.79
19.78
8.02
7.36
6.67
13.72
13.40

.001
.123
.099
.001
.001
.001
.001
.003
.001
.005
.007
.010
.001
.001

4.71
3.80
4.81
5.20

5.43
4.65
5.48
4.93

11.01
10.76
12.50
2.48

.001
.001
.001
.116

Merchandised

Style: outdated/upto date
Selection: inadequate/adequate
Quality:low/high
Prices: low/high

aUnivariateF-tests associated with(1,296) d.f.
bMANOVA
overalltest of significancefor 6 store evaluations.
F(6,291) = 5.51, p< .0001.
cMANOVA
overalltest of significancefor 14 store environmentevaluations.
F(14,283) = 3.50, p < .0001.
dMANOVA
overalltest of significancefor4 merchandiseevaluations.
F(4,293) = 4.72, p < .001
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TABLE 3
Evaluations
of
Products
in
the Presence Versus Absence of Ambient Scent
Mean
Specific
Productsa
Backpack
Bad/good
Unpleasant/pleasant
Unfavorable/favorable
Lowquality/highquality
Unattractive/attractive
Poor value/good value
Calendar
Bad/good
Unpleasant/pleasant
Unfavorable/favorable
Lowquality/highquality
Unattractive/attractive
Poor value/good value
Self-Selected Product
Bad/good
Unpleasant/pleasant
Unfavorable/favorable
Low quality/highquality
Unattractive/attractive
Poor value/good value

No Scent

Scent

F-Valueb

p=

Mean
4.33
3.96
3.59
4.73
3.00
4.18

Mean
4.80
4.40
4.24
5.23
3.71
4.62

3.95
3.52
6.48
5.58
5.72
4.28

.048
.061
.011
.019
.017
.040

5.65
5.77
5.45
5.28
5.45
4.90

5.70
6.02
5.76
5.77
6.00
5.23

.06
2.36
2.38
7.42
7.29
1.99

.806
.126
.124
.007
.007
.159

5.47
5.35
5.57
5.14
5.41
5.10

5.74
5.78
5.80
5.68
5.71
4.78

1.49
4.21
1.06
6.40
1.60
1.35

.223
.041
.303
.012
.207
.246

aMANOVA
overalltest of significancefor 18 product-specificevaluations.
F(18,279) = 2.34, p < .002.

bUnivariateF-tests associated with(1,296) d.f.

F(14,283) = 3.5, p < .001 for the 14 storeenvironmentvariables; F(4,293) = 4.72, p < .001 for the 4 merchandisevariables; and F(18,279) = 2.34, p < .002 for the 18 productspecific variables(threeproducts;six measureseach). Thus,
the MANOVA overall F-tests alleviated concern regarding
Type I errorfor H1, which enabled us to proceed with the
univariatecomparisons.
In Table 2, we show results for univariatecomparisons.
Evaluationsof the store overall and of the storeenvironment
in particularwere more positive when the store was scented
than when it was not scented, thus providingstrong support
for Hia and Hlb. Specifically, in the scented conditions, the
store was perceivedas more favorable,good, positive, liked,
and modem (p < .002). The store environmentwas rated
more positively in the scented conditions on all variables(p
< .01), with the exception of comfortable/uncomfortable
(p
< .10) and tense/relaxed(p = .12).
Similarly, evaluations of the merchandisein general in
the scented environmentwere more positive (i.e., more upto-date, betterselection of, and higher-qualitymerchandise)
than in the unscented environment, thus providing strong
support for H1c.This difference was large and statistically
significant (p < .01) with one exception: Merchandise
prices were viewed as lower in the scented than in the unscented store (directionallyconsistent with our hypothesis),
but statisticalsignificance was not evident (p = .12).
Although the MANOVAoverall F-test for the 18 product-specific measures(see Table 3) is significant, univariate
comparisons show mixed supportfor Hid. In particular,all
evaluations of the backpack were significantly more positive in the scented environment.However, there were fewer

significant differences for either the calendaror the self-selected productmeasures.Quality ratingswere also more favorable (p < .02) in the scented conditions for all three
products.Although our data do not specifically address the
issue, impact of scent on specific productevaluations may
have been moderated by attitude toward the product. As
shown in Table 3, mean evaluations of the backpack are
lower across the board than evaluations of the calendar or
self-selected product.This suggests that ambientscent may
improve evaluations of less pleasing productsbut may not
significantly improve evaluations of products that already
are evaluated positively. Alternatively, it is possible that
these results stem from a restriction-of-rangeproblem, because evaluationsof the calendarand the self-selected product are relatively high in the unscentedcondition. Still, a restriction-of-rangeproblemmay reflect accuratelyhow difficult (and perhapsunnecessary)it is to improve evaluations
of well-liked products.This explanation is consistent with
considerableevidence in psychology thataffective state can
influence responses to ambiguousor neutralstimuli but not
to stimuli that are clearly positive or negative (cf. Ehrlichman and Bastone 1992a; Isen and Shalker 1982).
H2: Impactof scent versus no scent on approach/avoidance. The MANOVAoverall F-test for all approach/avoidance measures in Table 4 was statistically significant
(F(12,285) = 3.13, p < .001). A univariatetest found that
subjects expressed a strongerintent to visit the store in the
scented condition, thus providing support for H2a (p =
.003).
Results regardingpurchaseintentionsfor specific products are similar to evaluationresults in tests of Hi. Specifi-
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Mean Approach/Avoidance
Approach/Avoidancea
Intentto VisitStore
Purchase Intentions(very
unlikely/verylikely)
Backpack
Calendar
Self-Selected Product
Time Spent (in seconds)
ActualTime
PerceivedTime
Differencec
Numberof ProductTags Examined
Outdoor
Decor
University
Kitchen
Books
School Supplies
Totalc

TABLE 4
Reactions in the Presence Versus Absence of Ambient Scent
No Scent

Scent

F-Valueb

p=

Mean
4.20

Mean
4.94

8.99

.003

2.29
4.40
5.08

2.97
4.42
4.77

5.84
.06
1.12

.016
.936
.291

585.61
660.82
-75.22

577.71
576.01
1.70

.11
5.38
6.16

.735
.021
.014

2.14
1.65
2.71
1.43
.20
2.24
10.35

2.72
2.02
2.73
1.51
.14
2.28
11.39

4.08
2.91
.00
.10
.64
.02
1.03

.044
.089
.955
.746
.425
.897
.312

aMANOVA
over-alltest of significancefor 12 approach/avoidanceitems.
F(12,285) = 3.13, p < .001.
bUnivariateF-tests associated with(1,296) d.f.
MANOVA
over-alltests were conductedwithoutthese two variablesbecause they are linearlydependent on othervaricApproach/avoidance
ables (i.e., time spent and numberof specific tags, respectively).

cally, there is a statistically significant difference between
purchaseintentionsfor the backpackin the scented and unscented store, but not for the calendar or the self-selected
product,thus providing mixed supportfor H2b.Again, this
product-specificeffect may result from initial overall purchase intentionsbeing lower for the backpackthanthe other
two products.This finding is not likely to result from a restriction of range, because purchase-intentionmeans are
closer to the midpointof the scales. It is possible that ambient scent does not significantly increasepurchaseintentions
for products to which consumers are already favorably
disposed.
For time spent in the store (H2c),subjectsdid not remain
in the scented store longer than in the unscentedstore. Subjects in the scented store, however, perceived spending less
time shoppingthansubjectsin the unscentedstore (p = .02).
The difference between actual and perceived time was also
statistically significant (p = .01). Thus, though actual time
spent did not vary, perceived time seemed to pass more
slowly in the unscentedenvironment,thus providingmixed
supportfor H2c.
With respect to product examination (H2d),subjects in
the scented store examined more outdoorproducts(p < .04)
and decor items (p < .10) than subjects in the unscented
store. For three of the four remaining product classes
(kitchenitems, universityclothing, and school supplies) and
for the total number of productsexamined, the means are
not statisticallysignificant.Thus, H2dreceived limited support. Overall, our tests of H2 indicate that the presence of
ambient scent does increase some types of approach
behaviors.
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H3: Interaction of scent affect and intensity on evalua-

tions. H3 proposes an interactioneffect of scent affect (neutral versus pleasing) with intensity (low, moderate,high) on
the dependentvariables used to test Hi. MANOVAoverall
F-tests of each of the subgroupsof measureswere conducted. Results of the multivariatetests of significance were
F(12,474)

=

1.07, p = .385 for the 6 store variables;

F(28,458) = .64, p = .924 for the 14 storeenvironmentvariables; F(8,478) = 1.54, p = .143 for the 4 merchandisevariables; and F(36,450) = 1.02, p = .444 for the 18 product-

specific variables(three products;six measureseach). Recognizing a risk of Type I error,these results did not justify
presenting univariatetests across the individual measures.
Thus, H3 was not supported.
H4: Interaction of scent affect and intensity on ap-

proach/avoidance.The MANOVA overall F-test of the interactionbetween scent affect and intensityregardingall approach/avoidancemeasures was F(24,462) = 1.09, p =
.353. This finding, as for H3, suggests a risk of Type I error.
Univariatetests across individualmeasuresare thereforeunjustifiable, and H4 was unsupportedby our data.

Conclusions
Ourresearchshows a difference between evaluationsof and
behaviors in a scented store environmentand an unscented
store environment.These differences were obtaineddespite
therebeing no other changes in the environmentthan scent,
notwithstandingthat none of the subjects included in our
analyses mentioned the presence of a scent. Although the
presence or absence of a scent consistently affected evalua-

tions and behaviors,the natureof the scent itself appearsto
be less important.Scents that are at least neutralwere found
to produce these enhanced perceptions; the specific scent
used did not matteras much as the presence of the scent.
Similarly, the intensity of the scent (within a reasonable
rangeso as not to become aversive) did not dramaticallyaffect the results.
Of considerableinterestwas the finding that subjects in
the scentedcondition perceivedthatthey had spent less time
in the store than subjects in the no-scent condition. And,
subjects in the no-scent condition perceived having spent
significantly more time in the store than they actually did;
subjects in the scented condition did not show this discrepancy. Although similar to findings regardingthe effects of
environmentalmusic (e.g., Kellaris and Altsech 1992; Milliman 1982), the currentfindings also areconsistentwith the
concept of an optimal state of experience that has proven
theoreticallyuseful to several disciplines. This optimal state
of experience is referredto as a state of flow (for a comprehensive review, see Csikszentmihalyiand Csikszentmihalyi
1988) and is associated with the quality of subjective experiences-one of which could be the retail shopping experience. A common feature of flow experiences is a distorted
sense of time; the clock no longer serves as a good analog of
the temporalquality of experience. This effect on time perception has been demonstratedin several contexts, including academic studying (Carli, Delle Fave, and Massimini
1988), playing chess (Francis 1987), and working at a fulfilling career(Lefevre 1988). Our findings suggest that ambient scent may lead to an enhanced subjective experience
for retail shoppers (or an enhanced condition of flow); the
time consumers spend examining merchandise,waiting in
lines, or waiting for help may be made to seem shorterthan
it actually is by introducing ambient scent into the
environment.

Further Research
An interesting avenue for further research highlighted by
our study is the possible interactionbetween ambient scent
and productcharacteristicson evaluations of and purchase
intentionsfor a product.We found thatevaluationsand purchase intentions regardingthe backpackwere significantly
more positive in the scented than in the unscentedstore. We
did not find these effects for either the calendaror self-selected product.The two latterproductswere evaluatedpositively, whereas the backpack received moderate evaluations. This finding suggests that scenting the environment
may have a greaterimpacton less favorablyevaluatedproducts. Still, there may be other dimensions on which these
productsdiffer thatwe did not capturein our measures,such
as how involving they are, how utilitarianthey are, or how
much previous experience the consumer has had with the
productclass. Any of these factors may also influence the
effect of scent on evaluationsand should be included in additional research that examines the factors moderatingthe
impact of store scenting on product evaluations and purchase intentions.
Also of interestfor furtherresearchis a broaderrangeof
scents. Our focus was on inoffensive scents. We found little

difference among evaluationsof the store when it was scented with affectively pleasing scents versus affectively neutral
scents and found no interactionbetween scent affect and intensity. Although most managersare interestedin scenting
their environments with such scents, some may be concerned about the impact of offensive scents either in their
store (e.g., a pet store) or surroundingtheir businesses (e.g.,
located near a papermill) on their customers' shopping behavior. Significant interactionsmay have occurred had we
used scents that differed more in their affective quality (i.e.,
our affectively neutralscents were merely relatively lower
than the affectively pleasing scents, but were not unreasonable choices for use in a retailsetting). In particular,we expect to see increasedavoidancebehaviorsin a setting scented with environmentallyunpleasantscents. Furtherresearch
should be conducted using a broaderrange of scents and
using scents to mask unpleasantodors (for researchon offensive scents, see Rotton 1983; Rottonet al. 1978).
The generalizabilityof this study is limited, because it
was conducted in a simulated store. Although researchhas
shown that simulated store environments,including photographicrepresentationsof stores (e.g., Belizzi, Crowley,and
Hasty 1983; Bitner 1990), provide useful results, furtherresearch should take this study closer to realism by conducting research in the field and scenting real stores. Research
should also examine the effects of ambientscent in a wider
variety of store types. Both of these needs for additionalresearch provide interesting opportunities for collaboration
between academics and practitioners.

ManagerialImplications
The findings provide guidelines for managersof retail and
service outlets concerning the benefits of scenting store environmentswith affectively neutralor pleasing scents. Certainly, furtherresearchwill detect subtleties based on specific scents and intensities, but the main message for retailers is apparent:The presence of an inoffensive scent in a
store is an inexpensive and effective way to enhance consumerreactionsto the store and its merchandise.Withinlimits, the intensityand natureof the actualscent chosen appear
to have little impact on consumer evaluations. Because of
the latterfinding, managershave a wide arrayof scents from
which to choose. We suggest thatin conjunctionwith choosing a neutral or pleasant, as opposed to unpleasant,scent,
managersshould consider three additionalfactors.
First, managersshould seek to use distinctive scents. As
store scenting becomes more popular,it is importantthatnot
all stores smell alike because this could eventually reduce
the impact of scent on consumersby creating a sort of control (expected- or normal-scent)condition. Just as managers
attempt to create distinctive environmentsthat differ from
their competition by using store layout, display, color, and
so on, they also should consider scent as a mechanism for
differentiatingtheir store environmentfrom others.
Second managers should take precautions in choosing
scents that could be construedas either congruentor incongruent with their product offering. Recent research on the
use of scents (Mitchell, Kahn,and Knasko 1995) has shown
that ambient scents judged to be congruent (e.g., a floral
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scent in a flower shop) versus incongruent (e.g., the scent of
chocolate in a flower shop) have different effects on information processing and choice. To the extent that a store carries a broad array of products, it is likely that a scent judged
to be congruent with one product category carried by the
store will be incongruent with several other product categories. Because such a scent could positively affect choice
processes for one category while negatively affecting choice
processes for others, we encourage managers to choose a
scent that cannot be construed as either congruent or incongruent with any single product or category. Thus, managers
should be careful not to choose strongly scented products
for use in store upkeep (e.g., lemon or pine scented cleaning
products).
Third, because of the latitude managers have in choosing scents, we recommend careful attention to cost. Several

commercially available scenting oils are prohibitively expensive. A manager who undertakes store scenting on a regular basis must consider not only the most economical
method of diffusing scents (e.g., diffuser or heating and ventilation system), but also the cost of the scents themselves.
In conclusion, our study suggests that scent is a potentially useful method by which a manager can increase positive evaluations of the store's environment and merchandise. Furthermore, the potential exists for using scent to increase intentions to shop at specific stores. Scent is a method
by which managers can differentiate their stores. The considerations in choosing a scent are relatively uncomplicated
and do not require extensive expertise to assess, which gives
managers much freedom in creating uniquely pleasing and
profitable store environments.
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